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*1 ୰ᒣಙኴ㑻ࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ 㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼ࠖࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺࢳ࣮࣒࣮ࣜࢲ࣮࣭ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔ࢯࢩ࢜㺃࢔࣮ࢶ㺃࢔ࣥࢻ㺃ࢧ࢖࢚ࣥࢫ◊✲㒊ᩍᤵ ཎᏊ᰾≀⌮Ꮫ
*2 బ℩༟ஓ ࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ 㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼ࠖࣉࣟࢪ
࢙ࢡࢺ ࢳ࣮࣒ࢧࣈ࣮ࣜࢲ࣮࣭ඖᚨᓥ኱Ꮫㅮᖌ
ሗ࿌
ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ࡟࠾ࡅࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼
ᒣᮏ┿⏤⨾
ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔ࢯࢩ࢜㺃࢔࣮ࢶ㺃࢔ࣥࢻ㺃ࢧ࢖࢚ࣥࢫ◊✲㒊
せ⣙㸸2011 ᖺ 3 ᭶࡟㉳ࡁࡓᮾ᪥ᮏ኱㟈⅏ᚋ㸪ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫࡣ⚟ᓥ┴ⓑἙᕷ࡜ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᨭ᥼༠ᐃ
ࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺Ꮫ⩦఍㸪೺ᗣ࡙ࡃࡾ࣭㐠ືᣦᑟ㸪Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼࡞࡝ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿࠋⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼ࡣ㸪௒
ࡲ࡛ 1 ᅇ㸱᪥㛫⛬ᗘ࡛ 7 ᅇᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ᭱ึࡣఱࢆࡋ࡟᮶ࡓࡢ࠿࡜࠸࠺཯ᛂ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡀ㸪ᑡࡋࡎࡘ
ಙ㢗㛵ಀࡀ⠏࠿ࢀ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ4 ᖺࡀ⤒㐣ࡋࡓ 2015 ᖺ࡛ࡣ㸪⥅⥆ⓗ࡟ᨭ᥼ࢆ౫㢗ࡉࢀࡿಖ⫱ᅬ࣭ᗂ⛶ᅬࡶ
࠶ࡾ㸪Ꮚ࡝ࡶࡢⓎ㐩࡟ᑐࡍࡿಖㆤ⪅࡬ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࡶẖᅇᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋⓎ㐩㞀ᐖ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ┦ㄯࡀ
࡯࡜ࢇ࡝࡛࠶ࡿࠋಖ⫱ᅬ࣭ᗂ⛶ᅬ࡛Ⓨ㐩ࡀẼ࡟࡞ࡿᏊ࡝ࡶࡢ๭ྜࡣ㸪ᚨᓥ┴ࡢ๭ྜ࡜ྠᵝ࡛࠶ࡿࠋᨺ
ᑕ⥺⅏ᐖࡢ୙Ᏻ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚㸪࡯࡜ࢇ࡝ࡢಖㆤ⪅ࡀࠕ࡞࠸ࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࡋ࠿ࡓࡀ࡞࠸ࠖ࡜ᅇ⟅ࡋ㸪ㅉࡵ
ࡢឤ᝟ࡀᙉ࠸ࠋㅉࡵࡢឤ᝟࡟ᐤࡾῧ࠸㸪௒ᚋࡶᘬࡁ⥆ࡁᨭ᥼ࢆ⾜࠺ᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
࣮࣮࢟࣡ࢻ㸸ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ㸪ᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㸪Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼
Developmental support in radiation disaster medium- and long-term support program
Mayumi YAMAMOTO
Institute of Socio-Arts and Scienses, Tokushima University Graduate School
Abstract:After the Great East Japan Earthquake in March 2011, the Tokushima University has sealed an
agreement with the city of Shirakawa in the Fukushima Prefecture for support in the radiation disaster.The
project team of the Tokushima University has been conducting radiation learning meetings, doing health
promotion, exercise guidance and development assistance. As for the development assistance, the author
carried it out seven times until now. Each time lasted three days. Initially, the people showed some distrust,
but we managed to build a reliable relationship. Five years have passed.Now in this year 2015 the author
have been asked to continue to support nursery schools and kindergartens. The author conducted every
time individual counseling for parents on the development of their children. All the contents were reported.
Finally, the author made some reflections about the necessity to continue this supporting activities in the
future.
Keywords: Radiation disaster, Support program, Developmental support
䠍䠊䛿䛨䜑䛻
2011 ᖺ 3 ᭶ 11 ᪥ࡢᮾ᪥ᮏ኱㟈⅏࡟ࡼࡾ⚟ᓥ➨
୍ཎⓎࡀ࣓ࣝࢺࢲ࢘ࣥࡋ࡚࠸ࡓᙜ᫬㸪୰ᒣ*1 ࡣྠ
ᖺ 3 ᭶ 21 ᪥࠿ࡽᨭ᥼άືࢆ㛤ጞࡋ㸪బ℩*2 ࡣྠ
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*3 㜰㛫⛱ ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔་ṑ⸆Ꮫ◊✲㒊ᩍᤵ ᰾ᨺᑕ໬Ꮫ
ᖺ 4 ᭶࠿ࡽ⥭ᛴ⿕ࡤࡃࢫࢡ࣮ࣜࢽࣥࢢᨭ᥼㸪ᨺᑕ
⬟ởᰁㄪᰝࡸ㝖ᰁάືࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚ࡁࡓ㹿㸯㸧
2012 ᖺ 5 ᭶ 10 ᪥࡟ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫࡣ⚟ᓥ┴ⓑἙᕷ࡜
ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᨭ᥼༠ᐃࢆ⥾⤖ࡋ㸪ⓑἙᕷẸ
ࡀ㸯᪥࡛ࡶ᪩ࡃᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ୙Ᏻ࠿ࡽ⬺ࡏࡿࡼ࠺࡟㤶
ᕝᚁᚨᓥ኱ᏛᏛ㛗┤㎄ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡜ࡋ࡚ࠕࡩ
ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ 㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ
୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼ࠖὀ㸯㸧ࢆ୰ᒣࢆࢳ࣮࣒ࣜ
࣮ࢲ࣮࡜ࡋ࡚❧ࡕୖࡆࡓࠋ
2011 ᖺ 3 ᭶ࡢཎⓎ⅏ᐖ┤ᚋ࠿ࡽ⚟ᓥ┴㸪ᨻᗓ
⅏ᐖᑐ⟇ᮏ㒊ࡢᨭ᥼࡛⥭ᛴ⿕ࡤࡃࢫࢡ࣮ࣜࢽࣥࢢ
άື㸪ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ࡢᨭ᥼࡛ᅵተ࣓ࢵࢩࣗㄪᰝ㸪ᨻ
ᗓ⅏ᐖᑐ⟇ᮏ㒊ࡢᨭ᥼࡛⿕⅏⪅୍᫬ᖐᏯᨭ᥼ࢆ⾜
ࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ2011 ᖺ 8 ᭶࠿ࡽࡣ㟈⅏୰㛗ᮇࡢᩍ⫱
ⓗᨭ᥼ࡶ⾜࠺ࡇ࡜࡜࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡇࡢᨭ᥼ࡣ㸪᪥ᮏᏛ
⾡᣺⯆఍୺ദࡢఫẸᏛ⩦఍㸪⚟ᓥ┴⅏ᐖᑐ⟇ᮏ㒊
࡜ཎᏊ᰾◊✲ࢢ࣮ࣝࣉࡢඹദ࡛ᨺᑕ⥺࣭㝖ᰁㅮ⩦
఍㸪ⓑἙᕷ࠿ࡽࡢ౫㢗࡛ᑠ࣭୰Ꮫᰯ࡜ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸ
ಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢᨺᑕ⥺Ꮫ⩦఍࡛࠶ࡿࠋ2012 ᖺ 5
᭶ 10 ᪥࡟ⓑἙᕷ࡜ࡢᨺᑕ⥺ᑐ⟇༠ᐃࢆ⥾⤖ᚋࡢ
8 ᭶࠿ࡽᨭ᥼άືࢆᮏ᱁ጞືࡋ㸪ᨺᑕ⬟ởᰁㄪᰝ
࡜୪⾜ࡋ࡚ㅮ⩦఍㸪ᑠ࣭୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ࡢᏛ⩦఍ࢆ㛤ദ
ࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞⤒㐣ࡢ୰࡛㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡣ 2012 ᖺ࠿ࡽ
ᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡟Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼࡜ࡋ࡚㛵ࢃࡗ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ
ᮏሗ࿌࡛ࡣ㸪ᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓෆᐜ
ࢆሗ࿌ࡋ㸪ࡇࡢᨭ᥼άືࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ୺࡟
ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼࡜ࡋ࡚ఱࡀྍ⬟࠿㸪௒
ᚋࡢ኱Ꮫᩍ⫱◊✲࡟࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ά࠿ࡍࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿ࠿࡟ࡘ࠸࡚⪃ᐹࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡍࡿࠋ
㸰㸬᪉ἲ
㸦㸯㸧ᐇ᪋ᮇ㛫
1 ᅇ┠:2012 ᖺ 8 ᭶ 28 ᪥㹼 8 ᭶ 29 ᪥(2 ᪥㛫)
2 ᅇ┠:2013 ᖺ 8 ᭶ 19 ᪥㹼 8 ᭶ 22 ᪥(4 ᪥㛫)
3 ᅇ┠:2014 ᖺ 2 ᭶ 26 ᪥㹼 3 ᭶ 1 ᪥(4 ᪥㛫)
4 ᅇ┠:2014 ᖺ 8 ᭶ 18 ᪥㹼 8 ᭶ 20 ᪥(3 ᪥㛫)
5 ᅇ┠:2014 ᖺ 9 ᭶ 1 ᪥(1 ᪥㛫)
6 ᅇ┠:2015 ᖺ 2 ᭶ 25 ᪥㹼 2 ᭶ 28 ᪥(4 ᪥㛫)
7 ᅇ┠:2015 ᖺ 8 ᭶ 31 ᪥㹼 9 ᭶ 2 ᪥(3 ᪥㛫)
㸦㸰㸧ᐇ᪋ሙᡤ
1 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆᑠ
Ꮫᰯ㸦2 ࢝ᡤ)㸪୰Ꮫᰯ㸦1 ࢝ᡤ㸧
2 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆಖ
⫱ᅬ㸦2 ࢝ᡤ㸧
3 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆಖ
⫱ᅬ(1 ࢝ᡤ)㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬ㸦1 ࢝ᡤ㸧
4 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆಖ
⫱ᅬ(2 ࢝ᡤ)
5 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷෆಖ⫱ᅬ(1 ࢝ᡤ)
6 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆಖ
⫱ᅬ㸦1 ࢝ᡤ㸧㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬ㸦1 ࢝ᡤ㸧
7 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮㸪ⓑἙᕷෆᗂ
⛶ᅬ㸦2 ࢝ᡤ㸧
㸦㸱㸧ᐇ᪋ෆᐜ
㸯ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ᐃᮇⓗ࡟ᐇ
᪋ࡉࢀࡿ 10 ࣨ᭶೺デ㸪2 ṓඣ೺デ࡛ࡢᨭ᥼㸪ⓑ
Ἑᕷෆࡢ 2 ࢝ᡤࡢᑠᏛᰯ࡜ 1 ࢝ᡤࡢ୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ಖㆤ
⪅ྥࡅࡢᨺᑕ⥺࡟㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⩦఍㸪⏕ᚐྥࡅࡢຮᙉ
఍ࢆᐇ᪋ึࠋ ᅇࡣ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢᑓ㛛ᐙ࡛࠶ࡿᩍဨ㸦୰
ᒣ࣭బ℩࣭㜰㛫*3㸧㸪୰ᒣ◊✲ᐊࡢ኱Ꮫ㝔⏕ 1 ྡ㸪
Ꮫ㒊⏕㸯ྡ࡜ሗ࿌⪅࡛࠶ࡿ⮫ᗋᚰ⌮ኈࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀ
ࡓࠋⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼ࡣሗ࿌⪅ 1 ྡ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺࡜ࡑ
ࢀ࡟㛵ࢃࡿᚰ⌮ⓗࢫࢺࣞࢫ࡜୙Ᏻ࡟㛵ࡍࡿᏛ⩦఍
࡜ຮᙉ఍ࡣྜྠ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋ
2 ᅇ┠:2 ࢝ᡤࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ᅬඣࡢ⾜ືほᐹ࡜ᣦᑟ
ຓゝ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࡢ
ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋ2 ᅇ┠௨㝆ࡣ㸪㟈⅏ 3 ᖺᚋ࡜࡞ࡾࠊ㝖
ᰁసᴗࡣ୍ẁⴠࡋࡓ୰࡛௒ᚋࡣᏊ࡝ࡶࡓࡕ࡟ᨺᑕ
⥺ᩍ⫱ࢆᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ㔜せ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡾ㸪
ⓑἙᕷࡢᩍ⫱ጤဨ఍ࡀᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱ࢆᕼᮃࡍࡿᗂ⛶
ᅬ㸪ᑠᏛᰯ㸪୰Ꮫᰯࡢせᮃࢆ⪺ࡁ㸪ࡑࢀ࡟ᛂࡌ࡚㸪
ὴ㐵ࡉࢀࡿࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡗࡓࡓࡵ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ
࡜ࡣู⾜ື࡜࡞ࡗࡓࠋ2 ᖺ㛫ᒇእ࡛㐠ືࢆࡋ࡞࠿
ࡗࡓࡇ࡜࠿ࡽ㐠ື࡟࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ᙳ㡪ࡀ࠶ࡿ࠿㸪ᐊ
ෆ࡛⾜࠼ࡿ㐠ືᣦᑟἲࡢᶍ⣴ࢆࢫ࣏࣮ࢶ⛉Ꮫࡢᩍ
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*4 ୕ᾆဢ ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔ࢯࢩ࢜㺃࢔࣮ࢶ㺃࢔ࣥࢻ㺃ࢧ࢖࢚ࣥࢫ◊✲㒊ᩍᤵ 㐠ື⏕⌮Ꮫ
*5 Ⲩᮌ⚽ኵ ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔ࢯࢩ࢜㺃࢔࣮ࢶ㺃࢔ࣥࢻ㺃ࢧ࢖࢚ࣥࢫ◊✲㒊ᩍᤵ య⫱Ꮫ
*6 ᑠ㔝ぬஂ ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ⥲ྜ⛉Ꮫᩍ⫱㒊ᆅᇦ⛉Ꮫᑓᨷ ࠸ࢃࡁᕷ❧ᑠྡ὾➨୍୰Ꮫᰯᩍㅍ 㜵⅏ኈ
*7 ཎ⏣᪂ ඖᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ኱Ꮫ㝔⮫ᗋᚰ⌮┦ㄯᐊ≉௵ㅮᖌ ⌧ᒸᒣ኱Ꮫ ⮫ᗋᚰ⌮ኈ
ဨ࡜୍⥴࡟⾜࠺ࡇ࡜࡜ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡇ࡛㸪ࢫ࣏࣮ࢶ⛉
Ꮫᩍဨ 1 ྡ㸦୕ᾆ*4㸧㸪ࡑࡇ࡟ᡤᒓࡍࡿ኱Ꮫ㝔⏕ 1
ྡ㸪Ꮫ㒊⏕ 1 ྡ࡜ሗ࿌⪅ࡢ 4 ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
3 ᅇ┠:1 ࢝ᡤࡢᗂ⛶ᅬ㸪1 ࢝ᡤࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ᅬඣ
ࡢ⾜ືほᐹ࡜ᣦᑟຓゝ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮
࡛ᐃᮇⓗ࡟ᐇ᪋ࡉࢀࡿ 4 ࣨ᭶೺デ࡛ࡢᨭ᥼㸪Ⓨ㐩
ࡀẼ࡟࡞ࡿᏊ࡝ࡶࡢࡓࡵࡢᩍᐊ࡛࠶ࡿࠕࡢࡧࡢࡧ
ᩍᐊ࡛ࠖ Ꮚ࡝ࡶࡢ⾜ືほᐹ࣭ᣦᑟຓゝࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋ
2 ᅇ┠࡜ྠᵝࡢ┠ⓗ࡛㸪ࢫ࣏࣮ࢶ⛉Ꮫᩍဨ 1 㸦ྡⲨ
ᮌ*5㸧㸪Ⲩᮌ◊✲ᐊࡢ኱Ꮫ㝔⏕ 1 ྡ㸦ᑠ㔝*6㸧࡜ሗ
࿌⪅ࡢ 3 ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
4 ᅇ┠:2 ࢝ᡤࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ᅬඣࡢ⾜ືほᐹ࡜ᣦᑟ
ຓゝ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ᐃᮇⓗ࡟ᐇ᪋ࡉ
ࢀࡿ 10 ࣨ᭶೺デ࡛ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯ࡟㛵ࢃࡗࡓࠋ
ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࠋ4 ᅇ
┠௨㝆㸪ࢫ࣏࣮ࢶ⛉Ꮫᩍဨࡀᐇ᪋ࡍࡿ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ
⫱ࡶࡲࡓ㸪ඛࡢᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱ྠᵝ㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬ㸪ᑠᏛᰯ㸪
୰Ꮫᰯࡢせᮃ࡟ᛂࡌ࡚ᩍ⫱ጤဨ఍ࡀㄪᩚᶵ㛵࡜࡞
ࡾ㸪ᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡜࡞ࡗࡓࡓࡵ㸪Ⓨ㐩┦ㄯ࡜ࡣศ
ࡅ࡚㸪ᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡗࡓࠋࡋࡓࡀࡗ࡚㸪ሗ࿌
⪅ 1 ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
5 ᅇ┠:ⓑἙᕷෆࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ಖ⫱ኈࡉࢇ㐩࡟ᨺ
ᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱ࢆᐇ᪋ࡍࡿ࡜ࡇࢁ࡟௜ࡁῧ࠸㸪ࡑࡢᚋ㸪
Ẽ࡟࡞ࡿᅬඣࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺
ᩍ⫱ࢆᨺᑕ⥺ᑓ㛛ࡢᩍဨ 1 㸦ྡ୰ᒣ㸧࡜ሗ࿌⪅ࡢ 2
ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀࡓࠋ
6 ᅇ┠:๓ᅇゼၥࡋࡓ 2 ࢝ᡤࡢᗂ⛶ᅬ࡜ 1 ࢝ᡤ
ࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ᅬඣࡢ⾜ືほᐹ࡜ᣦᑟຓゝ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰
ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪⥲
ྜ⛉Ꮫᩍ⫱㒊ࡢᤵᴗࠕࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ◊✲Ϩࠖࡢ୍
⎔࡜ࡋ࡚⮫ᗋᚰ⌮⣔ᩍဨ 1 ྡ㸦ཎ⏣*7㸧㸪⮫ᗋᚰ⌮
Ꮫᑓᨷ኱Ꮫ㝔⏕ 1 ྡ࡜ሗ࿌⪅ࡢ 3 ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉࢀ
ࡓࠋ
7 ᅇ┠:๓ᅇゼၥࡋࡓ 2 ࢝ᡤࡢᗂ⛶ᅬ࡛ᅬඣࡢ
⾜ືほᐹ࡜ᣦᑟຓゝࠋⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛
ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࠋࡇࡇ࡛ࡣ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ 1 ྡࡀὴ㐵ࡉ
ࢀࡓࠋ
㸱㸬⤖ ᯝ
ᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟
Ṍࡶ࠺㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼ࠖࣉ
ࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛⾜ࢃࢀ࡚ࡁࡓᨭ᥼ࡣ኱ࡁࡃ 3 ࡘ࡟ศ
ࡅࡽࢀࡿࠋ1 ࡘ┠ࡣᨺᑕ⥺ࡢᑓ㛛ᐙࡀ୰ᚰ࡜࡞ࡗ
࡚ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓ㝖ᰁసᴗ㸪2 ࡘ┠ࡣᩍ⫱࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ࡇࢀࡣ 2 ࡘ࡟ศࡅࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱࡜㐠
ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡑࡋ࡚㸪᭱ᚋࡀⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼࡛࠶
ࡿࠋ
㝖ᰁసᴗ௨እࡢࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢᐇ᪋ෆᐜ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚௨
ୗ࡟⤖ᯝࢆㄝ᫂ࡍࡿࠋ
1 ᅇ┠ࡢὴ㐵࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱࡛ࡣ㸪ᑠᏛ
ᰯ 1 ᰯ࡜୰Ꮫᰯ 1 ᰯ࡛ࡣ㸪඲ᰯ⏕ᚐ࡜ᩍဨࡀཧຍ
ࡋࡓࡓࡵ㸪ཧຍ⪅ࡣᑠᏛᰯ࡛ 80 ྡ⛬ᗘ㸪୰Ꮫᰯ
࡛ࡣ 200 ྡ⛬ᗘ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡶ࠺୍ࡘࡢᑠᏛᰯ࡛ࡣ㸪
ኪ㛫࡟ಖㆤ⪅ࢆᑐ㇟࡜ࡋࡓᏛ⩦఍ࢆᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࠋཧ
ຍ⪅ࡣ 30 ྡ⛬ᗘ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ᭱ึ࡟ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢᑓ㛛
ᐙᩍဨࡀࣃ࣮࣏࣡࢖ࣥࢺࢆ⏝࠸࡚ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ✀㢮㸪
⿕⇿ࡢព࿡࡞࡝࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࡋ㸪ࠕṇࡋࡃᛧࡀࢁ
࠺ࠖࡀ࣮࣮࢟࣡ࢻ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡑࢀ࡟⥆ࡁ㸪ሗ࿌⪅
ࡀ㑊㞴ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜㸪እ࡟ฟࡽࢀ࡞࠸ࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡗ
࡚⏕ࡌࡿࢫࢺࣞࢫ㸪୙Ᏻ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ྠࡌࡃࣃ࣮࣏࣡
࢖ࣥࢺࢆ⏝࠸࡚ㄝ᫂ࡋ㸪ࠕ௒㸪⮬ศ࡟⏕ࡌ࡚࠸ࡿ
ࢫࢺࣞࢫࡸ୙Ᏻࡣ࠾࠿ࡋ࠸ࡇ࡜࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ㸪ᙜࡓࡾ
๓ࡢ≧ែ࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࠖࢆఏ࠼ࡓࠋಖㆤ⪅ࢆᑐ㇟࡜
ࡋࡓᏛ⩦఍࡛ࡣᅵተ࡟ྵࡲࢀࡿᨺᑕᛶ≀㉁ࡣ௒ᚋ
࡝࠺࡞ࡿࡢ࠿㸪㎰స≀࡬ࡢᙳ㡪ࡣ࡝࠺࡞ࡢ࠿࡜ゝ
ࡗࡓ㎰సᴗ࡟㛵ࢃࡿ㉁ၥࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓࠋᑠᏛᰯ࡜୰
Ꮫᰯ࡛⾜ࡗࡓᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ࡟㛵ࢃࡿࢫࢺࣞࢫࡸ୙Ᏻ
ࡢㄝ࡛᫂ࡣ㸪ㄝ᫂ࡢ᪉ἲࡣ㐺ษ࡛ࡣ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࡢ࠿㸪
ඣ❺⏕ᚐ㐩࡟࠶ࡲࡾ཯ᛂࡀ࡞࠿ࡗࡓ㸦ᅗ㸯ཧ↷㸧ࠋ
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ᅗ㸯㸬Ꮫ⩦఍㢼ᬒ
2 ࡘ┠ࡢᩍ⫱ࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱࡛ࡣᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ
ᑓ㛛ᐙࡀᗂ⛶ᅬ㸪ᑠᏛᰯ㸪୰Ꮫᰯ࡛㟁Ꮚ⣬Ⱚᒃ㸪
ࠕ㟝⟽ࠖᐇ㦂㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ⡆᫆ ᐃჾࢆ⏝࠸ࡓᐇ㦂
࡞࡝ࢆᤵᴗ୰࡟ᐇ᪋ࡋ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ▱㆑㸪⿕⇿ࡢᙳ
㡪࡞࡝ࢆㄝ᫂ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ㸰㸧ࠋ୰ᒣ࣭బ℩࣭㜰㛫࡟ࡼ
ࡿ࡜ᤵᴗࡢ୍⎔࡛࠶ࡿࡇ࡜㸪ᐇ㦂࡞࡝┤᥋࡟ᨺᑕ
⥺ࢆぢࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿࡓࡵ㸪ඣ❺ࡸ⏕ᚐࡢ㛵ᚰࡣ
㧗࠿ࡗࡓࡼ࠺࡛࠶ࡿࠋᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱࡟ሗ࿌⪅ࡣཧຍ
ࡋ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡓࡵ㸪ヲ⣽࡞ཧຍேᩘࡣ୙࡛᫂࠶ࡿࡀ㸪
1 ᖺ㛫࡛ 22 ᰯࡢᗂ⛶ᅬ࣭ᑠᏛᰯ࣭୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ᤵᴗ
ࢆᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ1 Ꮫ⣭ࡢேᩘࡣ 30 㹼 40 ྡ࡛࠶
ࡿࡓࡵ㸪⥲ᩘࡣ⣙ 1,566 ྡ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ
㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱ࢆጞࡵࡿࡼ࠺࡟࡞ࡗࡓࡁࡗ࠿ࡅ
ࡣ㸪2 ᅇ┠ࡢᨭ᥼࡛୕ᾆ࡜୍⥴࡟ಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ᗂඣࡢ
⾜ືほᐹ࡜ࡑࢀ࡟ᇶ࡙ࡁಖ⫱ኈ࡬ࡢᣦᑟຓゝࢆ⾜
ࡗࡓࡇ࡜࡛࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢ᫬ࡣಖ⫱ᅬࡢ 1 Ꮫ⣭ࢆᑐ㇟
࡟㐠ືᣦᑟࢆᐊෆ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋࡓࡓࡵ㸪ཧຍேᩘࡣ⣙
20 ྡ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡑࡢ᫬ࡢᗂඣࡢ⾜ືほᐹ⤖ᯝ࠿
ࡽ 2 ṓ࠿ࡽ 3 ṓ࡜࠸࠺㐠ື㔞ࡀቑࡋ㸪ᅵ㋃ࡲࡎࡀ
ᙧᡂࡉࢀ࡚ࡃࡿᖺ㱋࡛ᅵ㋃ࡲࡎࡀᙧᡂࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞
࠸ࡇ࡜㸪㐠ືⓎ㐩ࡢ⛬ᗘࡀ㸪ᬺᖺ㱋ࡼࡾࡶప࠸ࡇ
࡜࡞࡝ࡀᚓࡽࢀࡓࠋࡑࡢᚋࡢಖ⫱ኈ࡜ࡢ࣑࣮ࢸ࢕
ࣥࢢࡢ୰࡛㸪ಖ⫱ኈ࠿ࡽ㐠ືⓎ㐩ࡀ඲యⓗ࡟㐜ࢀ
࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡣẼ࡙࠸࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜㸪ᨺᑕ⬟ࡢ㝖ᰁ
ࡀࡲࡔ᏶඲࡟⤊ࢃࡗ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡢ࡛㸪እ㐟ࡧࡣࡉࡏ
࡚࠸࡞࠸࡜ࡢࡇ࡜࡞࡝ࡀㄒࡽࢀࡓࠋࡲࡓ㸪ࠕேぢ
▱ࡾࢆࡍࡿᏊ࡝ࡶࡀከࡃ࡚࣭࣭࣭ࠖ࡜࠸࠺Ⓨゝࡶ
ಖ⫱ኈ࠿ࡽ࠶ࡗࡓࠋ⏕ࡲࢀ࡚࠿ࡽᐊෆ࡛୺࡟ᐙ᪘
࡜ಖ⫱ᅬࡢ⫋ဨࡔࡅ࡜ࡢ㛵ࢃࡾࡢ⏕άࢆ㏦ࡾ㸪௚
⪅࡜ࡢ㛵ࢃࡾࡀ୙㊊ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓྍ⬟ᛶ㸪ࡘࡲࡾ㸪♫
఍⤒㦂୙㊊ࡢྍ⬟ᛶࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋᐊෆ࡛࡛ࡁࡿ
㐠ືᣦᑟ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖࡢ≧ἣࢆㄪ࡭࡞ࡀࡽ㸪እ࡟
ฟ࠿ࡅࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡬ࡢᚲせ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ಖㆤ⪅࡜ヰࡋྜ
࠸ࢆ⥆ࡅ㸪࡛ࡁࡿࡔࡅᐇ᪋ࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ኱ษ࡛ࡣ࡞
࠸࠿࡜ࡢຓゝࢆ⾜ࡗࡓࠋࡲࡓ㸪ࡇࡢࡇ࡜ࢆᮏࣉࣟ
ࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࣮ࣜࢲ࣮ࡢ୰ᒣ࡟ఏ࠼㸪୰ᒣࡀࢥ࣮ࢹ࢕
ࢿ࣮ࢱ࣮࡜࡞ࡾ㸪ᩍ⫱ጤဨ఍➼࡜㐃ᦠࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ
3 ᅇ┠௨㝆ࡢ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱࡟⧅ࡀࡗࡓ࡜ゝ࠼ࡿ
㸦ᅗ㸰ཧ↷㸧ࠋḟᖺᗘࡢಖ⫱ᅬ࡛ࡢⲨᮌ࡟ࡼࡿ㐠
ືᣦᑟ࡟⧅ࡀࡾ㸪⌧ᅾࡣᑠ㔝࡟ᘬࡁ⥅ࡀࢀ㸪ಖ⫱
ᅬ࣭ᗂ⛶ᅬ㺃ᑠᏛᰯ࣭୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ࡢ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱࡟
⧅ࡀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ᅗ㸰㸬㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱㢼ᬒ
ሗ࿌⪅ࡣ㸪୺࡟᭱ᚋࡢⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼ࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋ࡚
2012 ᖺ 8 ᭶࠿ࡽ 2015 ᖺ 9 ᭶ࡲ࡛ィ 7 ᅇࡢⓑἙᕷ
࡬ὴ㐵ࡉࢀ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿࠋⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼࡜ࡋ࡚ⓑἙᕷ࡟
᮶ࡿࡢ࡛࠶ࢀࡤ㸪1 ᅇ 3 㹼 4 ᪥㛫ࡢᨭ᥼ࢆᕼᮃࡍ
ࡿ࡜࠸࠺せᮃ࡟ᛂ࠼࡚㸪᪥⛬ㄪᩚࢆⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ
೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡜⾜ࡗࡓࠋ➨ 1 ᅇ┠ࡣ㸪㟈⅏ᚋ㸪᪥ᮏ
୰ࡢ኱Ꮫࡀࡸࡗ࡚ࡁ࡚㸪࠸ࢁ࠸ࢁ࡞ᨭ᥼ࢆࡋ࡚ࡃ
ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࡢ࡛㸪ࡑࡢࢥ࣮ࢹ࢕ࢿ࣮ࢺ࡟᫬㛫ࡀྲྀࡽ
ࢀ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡢ࡛㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮ࡢಖ೺
ᖌࡉࢇࡓࡕࡣᑡࠎ࠺ࢇࡊࡾࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜࡛
࠶ࡗࡓࠋึᅇࡣ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡀఱࢆࡋ࡚ࡃࢀࡿࡢ࠿㸪
ࡑࡢ⬟ຊࡣ࡝ࡢ⛬ᗘ࡞ࡢ࠿࡜࠸࠺ヨࡋࡢࡼ࠺࡞㉁
ၥ➼ࡀ࠶ࡾ㸪⿕⅏ᆅ࡞ࡽ࡛ࡣࡢ⾜ື㸦ᛣࡾࡢ཯ᛂ
㸻኱ࡁ࡞⅏ᐖᚋ࡟⏕ࡌࡿ཯ᛂ㸧ࡀぢࡽࢀࡓࠋሗ࿌
⪅ࡣ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ᐇ᪋ࡉࢀࡓ 10
ࣨ᭶೺デ㸪2 ṓඣ೺デ࡟ྠᖍࡋࡓࠋᨭ᥼ᑐ㇟ࡣࡑ
ࢀࡒࢀࡢ೺デ࡟᮶ࡓぶᏊ࡛࠶ࡗࡓࡓࡵ㸪⣙ 30 ⤌
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࡛࠶ࡗࡓࠋ೺デሙ㠃ࢆሗ࿌⪅ࡀほᐹࡋ㸪Ⓨ㐩ࡢ⛬
ᗘࡀᬺᖺ㱋࡛࡞࠸ஙᗂඣ㸪ぶᏊࡢ㛵ࢃࡾࡢᵝᏊࡀ
Ẽ࡟࡞ࡿ㸦࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡟Ꮚ⫱࡚ࡋ࡚Ⰻ࠸ࡢ࠿ࢃ࠿ࡽ
࡞ࡃ࡚ᝎࢇ࡛࠸ࡿࡼ࠺࡞ಖㆤ⪅㸪ࢿࢢࣞࢡࢺⓗᑐ
ᛂࡀண ࡉࢀࡿಖㆤ⪅࡞࡝㸧ぶᏊࡢᵝᏊࢆಖ೺ᖌ
࡟ఏ࠼㸪௒ᚋࡢᑐᛂἲ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ヰࡋྜࡗࡓࠋሗ࿌
⪅ࡢⓎ㐩࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࡀホ౯ࡉࢀࡓࡢ࠿㸪2 ᅇ┠
௨㝆ࡣ㸪ಖ⫱ᅬࡸᗂ⛶ᅬ࡬ࡢᕠᅇ┦ㄯ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰
ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯࡀẖᅇィ⏬ࡉࢀ
ࡿࡇ࡜࡜࡞ࡗࡓࠋᕠᅇ┦ㄯ࡛ࡣ㸪ಖ⫱ᅬ࣭ᗂ⛶ᅬ
࡞࡝࡛ᖺ୰⤌㸪ᖺ㛗⤌࡞࡝࡛౫㢗ࡀ࠶ࡿࠋࡑࢀࡒ
ࢀ 1 Ꮫ⣭ 20 ྡ⛬ᗘ࡞ࡢ࡛㸪20 㹼 40 ྡ఩ࡀᑐ㇟
࡜࡞ࡿࠋಖ⫱ኈ㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬᩍㅍࡀಖ⫱ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ
ሙ㠃ࢆほᐹࡋ㸪ᬺᖺ㱋࡟ẚ࡭࡚Ⓨ㐩ࡀ㐜࠸ᗂඣ㸪
⮬㛢ࢫ࣌ࢡࢺ࣒ࣛ⑕ࡸ AD/HD ࡞࡝ࡢⓎ㐩㞀ᐖὀ 2㸧
ࡀ␲ࢃࢀࡿⓗ⾜ືࢆ᭷ࡍࡿᗂඣ࡞࡝ࢆࣜࢫࢺ࢔ࢵ
ࣉࡍࡿࠋྠ᪥ࡢ༗ᚋ࡟ಖ⫱ኈ㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬᩍㅍ㸪ⓑἙ
ᕷಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮ࡢಖ೺ᖌ࡜ሗ࿌⪅࡛ಖ⫱ᅬ㸪ᗂ⛶
ᅬ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᗂඣ࡬ࡢᑐᛂ㸦ಖ⫱ᐊ㸪ᗂ⛶ᅬࡢᐊෆ
ࡢ⎔ቃㄪᩚ㸪ಶูᣦ♧࡞࡝㸧ࢆヰࡋྜ࠺ࠋಖ⫱ᅬ
࡜ᗂ⛶ᅬ࡛ࡣ㸪ẖᖺ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ᕠᅇ┦ㄯࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸
ࡿ࡜ࡇࢁࡀᩘ࢝ᡤ࠶ࡾ㸪Ẽ࡟࡞ࡿᏊ࡝ࡶࡢ⾜ືほ
ᐹᚋࡢ࣑࣮ࢸ࢕ࣥࢢ࡛㸪ಖ⫱ኈ㸪ಖ೺ᖌ㸪ᆅඖࡢ
Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼ࢭࣥࢱ࣮⫋ဨ࡜㐃ᦠࡋ㸪ಶࠎࡢᏊ࡝ࡶ࡬
ࡢᑐᛂࢆヰࡋྜ࠼ࡿࡼ࠺࡟࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢಶูᚰ⌮┦ㄯ࡛
ࡣ㸪Ẽ࡟࡞ࡿᏊ࡝ࡶ࡜ࡑࡢಖㆤ⪅࡟ᑐࡍࡿ┦ㄯࢆ
⾜ࡗࡓࠋ༗๓୰࡟ 2 ⤌㸪༗ᚋ࡟ 2 ⤌ࡢಖㆤ⪅࡜Ꮚ
࡝ࡶ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ 1 ⤌ 1 ᫬㛫⛬ᗘࡢ㠃᥋ࢆᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁ
ࡓ㸦ᅗ㸱ཧ↷㸧ࠋಖㆤ⪅ࡢ┦ㄯࡣ㸪ⴠࡕ╔ࡁࡀ࡞
࠸㸪ゝⴥࡀ㐜࠸㸪ゝ࠺ࡇ࡜ࡀఏࢃࡽ࡞࠸࡞࡝࡛࠶
ࡿࠋ᮶ㄯࡍࡿᏊ࡝ࡶࡢ࡯࡜ࢇ࡝ࡣ㸪Ⓨ㐩㞀ᐖᵝ⾜
ᅗ㸱㸬ಶே㠃᥋㢼ᬒ
ື≉ᚩࢆ᭷ࡋ࡚࠸ࡓࠋሗ࿌⪅ࡣ⮫ᗋᚰ⌮ኈ(⮫ᗋ
Ⓨ㐩ᚰ⌮ኈ)࡛࠶ࡿࡓࡵ㸪㠃᥋ࡢ⤒㐣࡟ἢࡗ࡚ಖ
ㆤ⪅ࡀᕼᮃࡍࢀࡤ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮ࡢᢸ
ᙜಖ೺ᖌ࡟⧅ࡂ㸪ᙜヱࡢᏊ࡝ࡶ࡜ࡑࡢಖㆤ⪅ࡀᕼ
ᮃࡍࡿ་⒪ᶵ㛵ࢆ⤂௓ࡍࡿࡼ࠺࡟ࡋࡓࠋ➨ 6 ᅇ࡛
ࡣ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ⾜ࡗࡓ㠃᥋࡟ཎ⏣࡜኱Ꮫ㝔⏕ࡀ㝙ᖍ
ࡋ㸪ಖㆤ⪅࡜ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ㠃᥋ࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㛫㸪㐟ᡙ
ᐊ࡛Ꮚ࡝ࡶ࡜㐟ࡧ࡞ࡀࡽ㸪⾜ືࢆほᐹࡋࡓࠋ
ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡣ㸪೺デࡢၥデ⚊࡟
ࠕᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ୙Ᏻࠖࢆᑜࡡࡿ㡯┠ࡀධࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋሗ
࿌⪅ࡀฟ఍ࡗࡓࡍ࡭࡚ࡢಖㆤ⪅ࡣ㸪ࠕ(୙Ᏻࡀ)࡞
࠸ࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࡋ࠿ࡓࡀ࡞࠸ࠖ࡜࠸࠺ḍ࡟ۑ༳
ࢆࡘࡅ࡚࠸ࡓࠋ
㸲㸬⪃ ᐹ
ᮏሗ࿌࡛ࡣ㸪2011 ᖺ 3 ᭶ 11 ᪥ࡢᮾ᪥ᮏ኱㟈⅏
ᚋ㸪ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫࡀ⚟ᓥ┴ⓑἙᕷ࡜㐃ᦠࡋ࡚⾜ࡗ࡚࠸
ࡿᨭ᥼ࡢᴫせࢆሗ࿌ࡋࡓࠋࡑࡢ࠺ࡕ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ⾜
ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼ࡢෆᐜࢆሗ࿌ࡋ㸪ࡇࡢᨭ᥼άື
ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ୺࡟ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼
࡜ࡋ࡚ఱࡀྍ⬟࠿㸪௒ᚋࡢ኱Ꮫᩍ⫱◊✲࡟࡝ࡢࡼ
࠺࡟ά࠿ࡍࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࠿ࢆ⪃ᐹࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ┠ⓗ
࡜ࡋࡓࠋࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺
㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼ࠖࢆᐇ᪋ࡋ
࡚࠸ࡿⓑἙᕷࡣ㸪⚟ᓥ┴ࡢෆ㝣㒊༡࡟఩⨨ࡋ࡚࠸
ࡿࠋⓑἙᕷࡣ㸪┦཮ᆅ༊ࡸ࠸ࢃࡁᆅ༊ࡼࡾࡶ⚟ᓥ
➨୍ཎⓎ࠿ࡽ⣙ 80Km ࡜㞳ࢀ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪ⓑ
Ἑᕷෆ࡛ࡶᨺᑕ⥺㔞ࡀ㧗࠸ᆅᇦࡶ࠶ࡾ㸪2011 ᖺ
࠿ࡽ୺࡟ᨺᑕ⬟ởᰁㄪᰝࡸ㝖ᰁάືࢆ୰ᒣ࡜బ℩
ࡀ୰ᚰ࡟࡞ࡗ࡚ᑠᏛᰯ࡜୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ
㝖ᰁάື࡜୪⾜ࡋ࡚ᨺᑕ⥺Ꮫ⩦఍ࡸᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱ࡶ
୰ᒣ㸪బ℩㸪㜰㛫ࢆ୰ᚰ࡜ࡋ࡚ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓࠋ
ࡲࡓ㸪ሗ࿌⪅࡜୕ᾆࡀ⾜ࡗࡓᗂඣࡢ⾜ືほᐹࡢ
⤖ᯝ㸪ᮾ᪥ᮏ኱㟈⅏ᙜ᫬࡟ฟ⏕ࡋࡓᏊ࡝ࡶ㐩ࡀ 2
ṓ࠿ࡽ 3 ṓ࡟࡞ࡾ㸪ᮏ᮶࡛࠶ࢀࡤ㐠ື㔞ࡀቑࡋ㸪
ᅵ㋃ࡲࡎࡀᙧᡂࡉࢀ࡚ࡃࡿᖺ㱋࡛ᅵ㋃ࡲࡎࡀᙧᡂ
ࡉࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇ࡜࡟Ẽ࡙࠸ࡓࠋࡇࡢࡇ࡜ࡀ㸪⌧ᅾ㸪
Ⲩᮌ㸪ᑠ㔝ࡀ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿಖ⫱ᅬ㺃ᗂ⛶ᅬ㺃ᑠᏛᰯ㺃
୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ࡢ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱࡟⧅ࡀࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ሗ࿌⪅ࡣ㸪⌧ᅾ㸪Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼ࢆ୰ᚰ࡜ࡋ࡚ⓑἙᕷ
࡟㛵ࢃࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᭱ึࡣ㸪ᑠᏛᰯ࡜୰Ꮫᰯ࡛ࡢᨺ
ᑕ⥺⿕ࡤࡃ࡬ࡢࢫࢺࣞࢫᑐᛂࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋ࡚ⓑἙᕷ
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࡜㛵ࢃࡿࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡗࡓࠋᆅ㟈ࡢ⿕ᐖࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࡀ㸪
ὠἼࡢ┤᥋ⓗ⿕ᐖࡣ࡯࡜ࢇ࡝࡞ࡃ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺⿕ࡤࡃ
࠿ࡽࡢ㑊㞴⪅ࡢཷࡅධࢀࢆ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿⓑἙᕷ࡛
ࡣ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺⿕ࡤࡃ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆồࡵ࡚࠸ࡿಖㆤ
⪅㸪ᩍᖌࡀከ࠿ࡗࡓࠋࡑࢀࡀ⌧ᅾࡢᑠᏛᰯ࣭୰Ꮫ
ᰯࡢඣ❺࣭⏕ᚐ࡬ࡢᨺᑕ⥺࡟㛵ࡍࡿᤵᴗ࡟⧅ࡀࡗ
࡚࠸ࡿ㸰㸧ࠋ
ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿಖ⫱ᅬ࣭ᗂ⛶ᅬ
࡬ࡢᕠᅇᣦᑟ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮࡛ࡢಶู
ᚰ⌮┦ㄯࡣ㸪୺࡟Ⓨ㐩㞀ᐖ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ┦ㄯ࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
Ⓨ㐩㞀ᐖᵝࡢ⾜ື≉ᚩࢆᣢࡘᗂඣࡢ๭ྜࡣᚨᓥ┴
ࡢ๭ྜ࡜࡯ࡰྠᵝ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡣᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖࡢ
ᙳ㡪ࡣឤࡌ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࠋᐇ㝿㸪➨㸯ᅇࢆ㝖ࡁ㸪ᨺᑕ
⥺࡟㛵ࡍࡿ┦ㄯࡣ࡞࠿ࡗࡓࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪ⓑἙᕷ୰ኸ
ಖ೺ࢭࣥࢱ࣮ࡢ೺デࡢၥデ⚊࡟࠶ࡿࠕᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ୙
Ᏻࠖࢆᑜࡡࡿ㡯┠࡟ሗ࿌⪅ࡀฟ఍ࡗࡓࡍ࡭࡚ࡢಖ
ㆤ⪅ࡣ㸪ࠕ(୙Ᏻࡀ)࡞࠸ࢃࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡀࡋ࠿ࡓࡀ
࡞࠸ࠖ࡜ᅇ⟅ࡋ㸪ሗ࿌⪅ࡣࠕㅉࡵ࡚࠸ࡿࠖࡢ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸࠿࡜ឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ᡂ஭㸱)ࡣ㸪⚟ᓥ┴ࡣᆅ㟈࣭ὠἼ࣭ཎⓎ࣭㢼ホ⿕
ᐖ࣭㢼ホ⿕ᐖࢆཷࡅࡓࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡿ⿕ᐖࡢ㸳㔜ⱞࢆ
ཷࡅ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢࣜࢫࢡ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚ࠕୖᡭ
࡟୙Ᏻࡀࡿ ࠖࡇ࡜㸪ぶࡣᏊ࡝ࡶࡢᏳ඲ᇶᆅ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪
ぶࡀᏳᐃࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜Ꮚ࡝ࡶࡶᏳᚰࡋ㸪Ᏻᐃࡍࡿ࡜
ሗ࿌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋᮾ᪥ᮏ኱㟈⅏࠿ࡽ㸳ᖺࡀ⤒㐣ࡋ㸪
ⓑἙᕷࡣୖグ࡟㏙࡭ࡓࡼ࠺࡞ᆅᇦࡢ≉ᚩ࠿ࡽᆅ㟈
ࡸὠἼ࡟ࡼࡿ⿕ᐖࡢᙳ㡪ࡣ㸪୍ぢࡍࡿ࡜௒ࡣ࡯࡜
ࢇ࡝࡞࠸ࡼ࠺࡟ឤࡌࡿࠋࡋ࠿ࡋ㸪㝖ᰁ࡟క࠸Ⓨ⏕
ࡋࡓ㝖ཤᅵተ➼ࡢ௬⨨ࡁሙࡣᕷෆ࡟㸲࢝ᡤ࠶ࡾ㸪
ᕷẸࡢ୰࡟ࡣࡇࢀࡀ௬⨨ࡁሙ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ
࡞࠸࠿࡜ヰࡍேࡶ࠶ࡿࠋࡇࡢࡼ࠺࡞≧ἣࡣ㸪⿕⅏
㸦ᐖ㸧ᚋࡢ᪥ᖖ⏕άࡢኚ໬㸪୙⮬⏤࡞⏕ά㸪ᑗ᮶
࡬ࡢ୙Ᏻ࡞࡝ࡀ⥅⥆ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡟ࡼࡿࢫࢺࣞࢫ㸦᪥
ᖖ⏕άୖࡢࢫࢺࣞࢫ཯ᛂ㸧࡜ゝ࠼ࡿࡢ࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡔ
ࢁ࠺࠿ࠋ
෠Ọ㸲㸧ࡣ㸪ࢫࢺࣞࢫ࠿ࡽࡢᅇ᚟࡟ᚲせ࡞య㦂ࡢ
㸴ẁ㝵ࢆ௨ୗࡢࡼ࠺࡟ሗ࿌ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿࠋࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ㸪
ẁ㝵㸯㸸Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰయ㦂㸦⅏ᐖ┤ᚋ࠿ࡽ㸧㸪ẁ㝵㸰
㸸ᚰ㌟ࢥࣥࢺ࣮ࣟࣝయ㦂㸦Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰయ㦂ࡀᑡࡋ࡛
ࡁ࡚࠿ࡽ㸧㸪ẁ㝵㸱㸸ᚰ⌮ᩍ⫱య㦂㸦Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰయ
㦂ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚࠿ࡽ࣭ᚰ㌟ࢥࣥࢺ࣮ࣟࣝ࡜࡜ࡶ࡟㸧㸪
ẁ㝵㸲㸸⏕άయ㦂ࡢ⾲⌧㸦Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰ࣭ᚰ㌟ࢥࣥࢺ
࣮ࣟࣝࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚࠿ࡽ㸧㸪ẁ㝵㸳㸸ࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘య㦂ࡢ
⾲⌧㸦Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰ࣭ᚰ㌟ࡢࢥࣥࢺ࣮࣭ࣟࣝᚰ⌮ᩍ⫱
࣭⏕άయ㦂⾲⌧ࡀ࡛ࡁ࡚࠿ࡽ㸧㸪ẁ㝵㸴㸸㑊ࡅ࡚
࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡬ࡢࢳࣕࣞࣥࢪ 㸦Ᏻ඲Ᏻᚰ࣭ᚰ㌟ࡢࢥ
ࣥࢺ࣮࣭ࣟࣝᚰ⌮ᩍ⫱࣭⏕άయ㦂⾲⌧࣭ࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘
య㦂⾲⌧ࡀᑡࡋ࡛ࡁ࡚࠿ࡽ㸧࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ᨺᑕ⥺࡟ᑐࡍࡿ୙Ᏻࡣ࡞ࡃ࡞ࡾࡣࡋ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛㸪
ᐩỌࡢ࠸࠺ࢫࢺࣞࢫ࠿ࡽࡢᅇ᚟࡟ᚲせ࡞య㦂ࡢẁ
㝵㸯ࢆᙼࡽࡣ஌ࡾ㉺࠼ࡽࢀ࡚࠸࡞࠸࡜ゝ࠼ࡿࠋࡑ
ࡢࡼ࠺࡞≧ἣࡢ୰࡛㸪ࠕㅉࡵ ឤࠖࡀಖㆤ⪅࡟࠶ࡿࠋ
⅏ᐖ࡞࡝࡟ࡼࡿᚰࡢ཯ᛂࢆࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘࡜࠸࠺ࠋࢺ
࣐ࣛ࢘࡟ᑐࡍࡿ཯ᛂࡣ㸪య㦂 Ѝ ࢩࣙࢵࢡ Ѝ
↓ឤぬ≧ែ Ѝ ᝒယ㸦ྰㄆ㸧Ѝ ᝒယ㸦ᛣࡾ㸧
Ѝ ᢚ࠺ࡘ㸦⤯ᮃ㸧Ѝ ᕼᮃ㸦ཷࡅධࢀ㸧࡜࠸࠺
㐣⛬ࢆ⤒ࡿ 5)ࠋࠕㅉࡵࠖ࡜࠸࠺ࡢࡣࡇࡢ㐣⛬ࡢ୰
ࡢ࡝ࡇ࡟఩⨨ࡍࡿࡢࡔࢁ࠺࠿ࠋ᰿ᮏ㸴㸧ࡣ㸪ࠕㅉࡵࠖ
࡜ࡣࠕᛣࡾࠖࡢ⾲⌧ࡢ㸯ࡘ࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ㅉࡵ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺
࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࡣ㸪ྠ᫬࡟⮬ศ࡟࡜ࡗ࡚ࡢᕼᮃࡢගࢆ
⮬ศ࡛ᾘࡋ࡚ࡋࡲ࠺ࡇ࡜࡟࡞ࡿ࡜㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ᰿
ᮏࡢ⪃࠼࡟ἢ࠼ࡤ㸪2011 ᖺ࡟⏕ࡌࡓ⅏ᐖ࡟ᑐࡍ
ࡿⓑἙᕷẸࡢ཯ᛂࡣᝒယ㸦ᛣࡾ㸧ࡢẁ㝵㸪ࡘࡲࡾ㸪
ࢺ࣐ࣛ࢘཯ᛂࡢึᮇࡢẁ㝵࡛࠶ࡾ㸪ᕼᮃࡢẁ㝵࡟
ࡣ㸪⛬㐲࠸࡜ゝ࠼ࡿࠋㄡࡶዲࢇ࡛ࠕᛣࡾࠖࢆឤࡌ
ࡓࡃࡣ࡞࠸ࡢ࡛㸪ㅉࡵ࡚ࡋࡲࡗ࡚࠸ࡿࡇ࡜࡟㛵ࡋ
࡚ࡣ㸪࡛ࡁࡿࡔࡅ↓㛵ᚰࢆ⿦࠾࠺࡜ࡍࡿ࡜᰿ᮏ㸴㸧
ࡣ㏙࡭࡚࠸ࡿࠋ
ᨺᑕ⥺࡟ࡼࡿ⅏ᐖ࡜࠸࠺㸪ࡑࢀ࡟క࠺ࢫࢺࣞࢫ
࡜࠸࠺⮬ศ࡛ࡣ㸪࡝࠺ࡋࡼ࠺ࡶ࡛ࡁ࡞࠸஦᯶࡟ᑐ
ࡋ࡚࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ྥࡁྜ࠼ࡤ,Ⰻ࠸ࡢࡔࢁ࠺࠿ࠋࡲ
ࡎ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺࡟ࡼࡿ⅏ᐖ࡟ᑐࡋ࡚⮬ศࡣࠕᛣࡾࠖࢆ
ឤࡌ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࢆㄆ㆑ࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ࠿ࡶ
ࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࡑࡢୖ࡛ᨺᑕ⥺࡟ᑐࡍࡿṇࡋ࠸▱㆑ࢆᚓࡿࡓࡵ
ࡢᏛ⩦ࢆ⥅⥆ⓗ࡟⾜࠸㸪ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ࡟క࠺ࢫࢺࣞ
ࢫ࡬ࡢᑐฎ⾜ືࢆᏛࡧ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ࡜ࡑࢀ࡟క࠺
ࢫࢺࣞࢫࢆ⮬ศࡀࢥࣥࢺ࣮ࣟࣝࡍࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࢆ
⮬ศ࡛Ỵᐃࡋ㸪⾜ືࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡛ࡣ࡞࠸ࡔࢁ࠺࠿ࠋ
ࡑࡢࡇ࡜࡛⮬ศ࡟㛵ࢃࡿၥ㢟ࢆゎỴࡍࡿຊࡀ⮬
ศ࡟ࡣ࠶ࡿ࡜࠸࠺ࡇ࡜ࡀឤࡌࡽࢀ㸪⮬ศࢆಙ㢗ࡋ㸪
⮬ศ࡟⮬ಙࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࡑࡋ࡚㸪ࡑࡢࡼ࠺࡞⎔ቃ࡟⮬ศࡀ✚ᴟⓗ࡟Ꮡᅾ
ࡋ࡚࠸ࡿ࡜ㄆ㆑ࡍࡿࡇ࡜࡛㸪ᕼᮃࡢẁ㝵࡟㐩ࡍࡿ
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ࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ࠿ࡶࡋࢀ࡞࠸ࠋ
ࡑࡢᨭ᥼ࢆ⾜࠺࡜࠸࠺ព࿡࡛,ࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜
ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ 㹼ᨺᑕ⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼
ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼㺁ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡀ⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿᑠᏛᰯ㺃
୰Ꮫᰯࡢඣ❺㺃⏕ᚐ࡟ᑐࡍࡿᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱㸪ಖ⫱ᅬ㺃
ᗂ⛶ᅬ㺃ᑠᏛᰯ࣭୰Ꮫᰯࡢᗂඣ࣭ඣ❺࣭⏕ᚐ࡟ᑐ
ࡋ࡚⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱㸪ஙᗂඣ࡜ࡑࡢಖㆤ
⪅࡟ᑐࡋ࡚⾜ࡗ࡚࠸ࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼ࡢ㸱ࡘࡢᨭ᥼ࢆ௒
ᚋࡶ⥅⥆ࡋ࡚࠸ࡃᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿࠋ
ࡲࡓ㸪ࡇࡢᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ಖ೺ᖌ࣭
㣴ㆤᩍㅍ࣭୰Ꮫᰯࡸ㧗➼Ꮫᰯᩍㅍ࣭⮫ᗋᚰ⌮ኈࢆ
┠ᣦࡍᏛ⏕ࡀಟᚓࡋ࡚࠾ࡃ࡭ࡁ▱㆑㸪ᢏ⬟㸪ែᗘ
࡞࡝࡟ࡘ࠸᳨࡚ウࡋࡓ࠸ࠋࡲࡎ㸪ᨺᑕ⥺࡟㛵ࡍࡿ
▱㆑㸪⥺㔞ู࣭ᖺ㱋ูᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ㌟య࡬ࡢᙳ㡪㸪㌟
యⓗ࣭ᚰ⌮ⓗⓎ㐩࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑㸪㐠ືࡀ➽⫗࣭⚄
⤒࣭ㄆ▱ᶵ⬟࡟ཬࡰࡍᙳ㡪࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑㸪Ⓨ㐩㞀
ᐖ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑㸪ࢫࢺࣞࢫ࡟㛵ࡍࡿ▱㆑ࢆ⩦ᚓࡍ
ࡿࡇ࡜㸪ḟ࡟㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࢆ㌟㏆࡟▱ࡿࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁࡿ
ᐇ㦂ᢏ⾡㸪ᖺ㱋࡟ྜࢃࡏࡓᩍᮦࡢ㑅ᢥᢏ⾡㸪⏕ά
ᖺ㱋ࡔࡅ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃⓎ㐩ᖺ㱋ࢆ㐠ືࡸゝື➼ࡢほᐹ
࠿ࡽ⌮ゎࡍࡿᢏ⾡㸪ಖㆤ⪅࣭ᣦᑟ⪅࡞࡝ࡢㄒࡾࢆ
⫈ࡃ୰࡛ࡇࡢேࡣఱࢆッ࠼ࡓ࠸ࡢ࠿ࢆ⫈ࡁྲྀࡿᢏ
⾡㸪ࢫࢺࣞࢫᑐฎἲ࡟㛵ࡍࡿᢏ⾡࡞࡝ࢆ㌟࡟ࡘࡅ
ࡿࡇ࡜㸪᭱ᚋ࡟㸪௚⪅どⅬ㸪ࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ㸪┦ᡭࡢ❧
ሙ࡟❧ࡗ࡚㸪┦ᡭࡢ≧ែࢆ⌮ゎࡋ㸪ᑐᛂࡍࡿែᗘ
ࡀᚲせ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
኱Ꮫ࡟࠾ࡅࡿᩍᤵ⪅ࡣ㸪ୖグࡢ▱㆑ࡸᢏ⾡ࢆᩍ
ᤵࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࡀᚲせ࡜࡞ࡿࠋᏛ⏕࡟ࡇࢀࡽࡢ▱㆑ࢆ
㌟࡟ࡘࡅ࡚ࡶࡽ࠺ࡓࡵ࡟ࡣ㸪௒ࡲ࡛ࡢࡼ࠺࡞୍᪉
ྥⓗᩍᤵἲ࡛ࡣ࡞ࡃ㸪࢔ࢡࢸ࢕ࣈ࣭࣮ࣛࢽࣥࢢἲ
ࢆ฼⏝ࡋ㸪཮᪉ྥⓗࡸࡾ࡜ࡾࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚㸪Ꮫ⏕ࡀ⮬
ࡽ⪃࠼㸪Ⓨಙ࡛ࡁࡿࡼ࠺࡞ᣦᑟ᪉ἲࢆ⏝࠸ࡿ᪉ࡀ
ዲࡲࡋ࠸࡜ゝ࠼ࡿࠋලయⓗ࡞౛ࢆ♧ࡍ࡜ḟࡢࡼ࠺
࡟࡞ࡿ㸵㸧ࠋᩍᤵ⪅ࡀ▱㆑ࡸᢏ⾡࡟㛵ࡍࡿㄢ㢟㸦౛
࠼ࡤ㸪ࠕ㌟ࡢᅇࡾ࡟⮬↛ᨺᑕ⥺ࡣᏑᅾࡍࡿ࠿ 㸪ࠖࠕゝ
ⴥ࡛Ꮚ࡝ࡶࡢⓎ㐩≧ែࡣ⌮ゎ࡛ࡁࡿ࠿ࠖ࡞࡝㸧ࢆ
Ꮫ⏕࡟ᥦ♧ࡋ㸪ࡑࡢㄢ㢟࡟ᇶ࡙ࡁ㸪Ꮫ⏕ࡣ⮬ศࡀ
࡝ࢀࡔࡅ⌮ゎ࡛ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿ࠿ࢆ☜ㄆࡋ㸪⌮ゎ࡛ࡁ࡚
࠸࡞࠸㒊ศࢆᢕᥱࡋ㸪⌮ゎ࡛ࡁ࡚࠸࡞࠸ࡇ࡜ࢆゎ
Ỵࡍࡿࡓࡵ࡟ㄪ࡭ࡿࠋࡑࡢ୰࡛Ꮫ⏕ࡣ⮬ศࡢពぢ
ࢆ㩭᫂࡟ࡍࡿࠋ⮬ศࡢពぢࢆ᫂ࡽ࠿࡟ࡋࡓᏛ⏕ྠ
ኈ㸪ᤵᴗෆࡢࢢ࣮ࣝࣉ࡛ࡑࢀࡒࢀࡢពぢ࡟ᇶ࡙ࡁ㸪
ヰࡋྜ࠺ࡼ࠺࡟ᩍᤵ⪅ࡣᣦᑟࡍࡿࠋࡑࡢ㝿㸪࡝ࡢ
ࡼ࠺࡞⾲⌧ࡸゝⴥࢆ౑࠼ࡤ┦ᡭ࡟ࢃ࠿ࡗ࡚ࡶࡽ࠼
ࡿࡢ࠿㸪࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡞ὶࢀࡔ࡜⌮ゎࡋࡸࡍ࠸ࡢ࠿࡞
࡝┦ᡭ┠⥺࡟❧ࡗ࡚㸪ពぢࢆఏ࠼ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆᩍᤵ⪅
ࡀᏛ⏕࡟ఏ࠼㸪ᩍᤵ⪅⮬㌟ࡶᏛ⏕࡜ヰࡋྜ࠺᫬࡟
Ꮫ⏕┠⥺࡟❧ࡗ࡚ពぢࢆఏ࠼ࡿែᗘࢆྲྀࡾ㸪┦ᡭ
┠⥺࡟❧ࡘࡇ࡜ࢆᐇ㊶ⓗ࡟Ꮫ⏕࡟⌮ゎࡋ࡚ࡶࡽ࠼
ࡿࡼ࠺࡟ࡍࡿࠋࡑࡢࡇ࡜ࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚㸪Ꮫ⏕ࡣ┦ᡭ┠
⥺࡟❧ࡗ࡚⪃࠼ࡿࡇ࡜㸪ࡍ࡞ࢃࡕ㸪⮬ศࡢពぢࢆ
Ⓨಙࡍࡿࡇ࡜㸪┦ᡭࡢពぢࢆཷࡅṆࡵࡿࡇ࡜㸪୧
⪅ࡢጇ༠Ⅼࢆぢฟࡍࡇ࡜࡞࡝ࢆᏛࡪ࡛࠶ࢁ࠺ࠋ
ᮏሗ࿌࡛ࡣ㸪ᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ࡛ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁࡓෆ
ᐜࢆሗ࿌ࡋ㸪ࡇࡢᨭ᥼άືࢆ㏻ࡋ࡚ሗ࿌⪅ࡀ୺࡟
ᐇ᪋ࡋ࡚ࡁ࡚࠸ࡿⓎ㐩ᨭ᥼࡜ࡋ࡚ఱࡀྍ⬟࠿㸪௒
ᚋࡢ኱Ꮫᩍ⫱◊✲࡟࡝ࡢࡼ࠺࡟ά࠿ࡍࡇ࡜ࡀ࡛ࡁ
ࡿ࠿ࢆ⪃ᐹࡍࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ┠ⓗ࡜ࡋࡓࠋ4 ᖺ㛫࡟ரࡿ
ᨭ᥼άືࡢ୰㸪ᨺᑕ⥺ࡢ㝖ᰁసᴗ࠿ࡽᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱
࡬㸪Ⓨ㐩ᨭ᥼ࡀ㐠ືᣦᑟᩍ⫱࡬ᣑ኱ࡍࡿ࡞࡝ࡢኚ
໬ࡀ࠶ࡗࡓࠋࡇࢀࡽࡢᨭ᥼ࡢຠᯝ࡟ᇶ࡙ࡁ㸪኱Ꮫ
࡟࠾ࡅࡿᩍ⫱ᐇ㊶ࡢྍ⬟ᛶࢆ᳨ウࡋࡓࠋ
ὀ㸯㸧ᮏࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺࡣ㸪Ꮫ㛗┤㎄ࡢࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ 㹼ᨺᑕ
⥺⅏ᐖ୰㛗ᮇᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢢ࣒ࣛ㹼࡛ࠖ࠶ࡿࠋࡲࡓ㸪
ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ⥲ྜ⛉Ꮫᩍ⫱㒊ࡢᤵᴗࠕࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ◊
✲Ϩࠖࡢ୍⎔࡛࠶ࡿࠋ
ὀ㸰㸧ࠕ㞀ᐖ ࡢࠖ⾲グ࡟ࡘ࠸࡚ࡣࠊࠕ㞀ᐖ ࡢࠖ࡯࠿㸪
ࠕ㞀ࡀ࠸ ࠖࠕ㞀☀ ࠖࠕࡋࡻ࠺ࡀ࠸ࠖ➼ࡢᵝࠎ࡞ぢゎ
ࡀ࠶ࡿࡇ࡜ࢆ㋃ࡲ࠼㸪㞀ᐖ⪅ࡢࠕ⪅ࠖ࡟࠶ࡓࡿ㒊
ศࡢ⾲グࡢᅾࡾ᪉ࡶྵࡵ㸪᥎㐍఍㆟࡜ࡋ࡚ࡣ㸪௒
ᚋ࡜ࡶ㸪Ꮫ㆑⤒㦂⪅➼ࡢពぢࢆ⫈ྲྀࡍࡿ࡜࡜ࡶ࡟㸪
ᅜẸྛᒙ࡟࠾ࡅࡿ㆟ㄽࡢືྥࢆぢᏲࡾࡘࡘ㸪ࡑࢀ
ࡒࢀࡢ⪃࠼᪉ࢆᩚ⌮ࡍࡿ࡞࡝㸪ᘬࡁ⥆ࡁᑂ㆟ࢆ⾜
࠺ࠖ࡜࠸࠺ᩥ㒊⛉Ꮫ┬ࡢ⪃࠼࡟ἢ࠸㸪⾲グࠋ
ᘬ⏝ཧ⪃ᩥ⊩
1㸧୰ᒣಙኴ㑻㸸ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ ⚟ᓥᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡ
ࢺࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ࠖࣃࣥ
ࣇࣞࢵࢺ㸪2013 ᖺ
2㸧ᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ⚟ᓥᨭ᥼ࣉࣟࢪ࢙ࢡࢺ㸸ࠕࡩࡃࡋࡲࠊ
࡜ࡃࡋࡲࠊ࡜ࡶ࡟Ṍࡶ࠺ࠖᚨᓥ኱Ꮫ⚟ᓥᨭ᥼ࢳ
࣮࣒ ᨺᑕ⥺ᩍ⫱࡜ࢥࣛ࣎ᤵᴗ㸪2015 ᖺ
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3㸧ᡂ஭㤶ⱑ㸸㟈⅏ᚋࡢᏊ࡝ࡶࡢᚰࡢࢣ࢔ẕᏊࡢ
ᨺᑕ⥺୙Ᏻ࡬ࡢᑐᛂ㸪㹆㸰㸱ᖺᗘ⢭⚄ಖ೺⚟♴
㛵ಀ⫋ဨ◊ಟ㸪2011 ᖺ
4㸧෠ỌⰋ႐㸸2011㸪ᩍᖌ࣭ᚰ⌮⫋➼㸦ᑐே᥼ຓ
⫋㸧ࡢࡳ࡞ࡉࢇ࡬㸫᫬ᮇ࡜ẁ㝵࡟ᛂࡌࡓᚰࡢࢣ
࢔㸦⅏ᐖᚋ࡟ᚲせ࡞య㦂ࡢẁ㝵ࣔࢹࣝ㸧㸫㸪
᪥ ᮏ ᚰ ⌮ ⮫ ᗋ Ꮫ ఍ ᨭ ᥼ ά ື ጤ ဨ ఍ 㸪
stagemodel.html㸪2012/9/17 ᳨⣴
5㸧㧗ᶫ ဴ㸸2011/05/02 ⅏ᐖࠊ஦௳ࠊ஦ᨾࡢᚋ
࡛ 㸪 ᪥ ᮏ ⮫ ᗋ ᚰ ⌮ ኈ ఍ 㸪
http: / /www.jsccp.jp/ jpsc/pdf/ takahashi .pdf
2015/12/29 ᳨⣴
6㸧᰿ᮏ⿱ᖾ㸸2016/01/23 ͆ㅉࡵ͇࡜ࡣ͆ᛣࡾ͇
ࡢ⾲⌧ࡢࡦ࡜ࡘ ࢝࢘ࣥࢭ࣮ࣛⓎ㸟ࡍࡄ࡟ᙺ❧
ࡘ ᚰ ⌮ Ꮫ ㅮ ᗙ 㸪 http://www.counseling
service.jp/lecture/lec137.html 2016/02/24 ᳨⣴
7㸧⊁㔝ࡳࡁ㸸2013 ୡ⏺ࡢ࢚࣮ࣜࢺࡀᏛࢇ࡛ࡁࡓ
ࠕ⮬ศ࡛⪃࠼ࡿຊࠖࡢᤵᴗ ᪥ᮏᐇᴗฟ∧♫
24 3127
Ѹ 93 Ѹ
